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ELITE
SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE
FOR EVERYONE

Having access to lots of security data — alerts, vulnerability scan data, 
suspicious files — is great, but how do you know where to take action 
first? That’s where security intelligence comes in. The Recorded Future 
browser extension makes security intelligence accessible from any 
web browser, whether you’re in your SIEM, your email security portal, 
your vulnerability scanner, or even your email. With a single click, the 
browser extension surfaces real-time risk scores and arms you with 
the intelligence you need to quickly prioritize the items that need your 
immediate attention.

Unlock the Power of 
Security Intelligence  
With One Click
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go uninvestigated
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Almost half of the alerts security teams receive go uninvestigated. There’s 
simply too much for already short-staffed security teams to do with the 
time they have. So, how can you get through more alerts faster? Layer 
security intelligence over your SIEM, and in seconds you will see the alerts 
that pose the highest risk. Click on an IOC to find the context behind why 
something is high risk.

Triage Alerts  
at Lightning Speed

Triage Faster and Respond More Effectively With 
Recorded Future

44%
of security alerts

Source

https://blogs.cisco.com/security/cisco-2017-annual-cybersecurity-report-the-hidden-danger-of-uninvestigated-threats
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Vulnerability management and patching continues to be a growing pain 
for companies. As digital footprints expand and vulnerabilities increase, 
it’s impossible to tackle every vulnerability in your organization. So, 
which ones really need your attention? Security intelligence provides 
outside context about which vulnerabilities are currently or soon-to-be 
exploited, so you can easily prioritize the ones that represent a real risk. 
The best part? You can access all of this intelligence directly on top of your 
vulnerability scan.

Prioritize Patching With Real-Time Exploit Data From 
Security Intelligence

Laser Focus 
on Vulnerabilities 
That Matter 17k

known 

security 

vulnerabilities

were

catalogued

in 2018 
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Source

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/search/results?form_type=Advanced&results_type=overview&search_type=all&pub_start_date=01/01/2019&pub_end_date=12/31/2019
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What’s in that mystery file? Initial investigations often rely on file 
reputation services to analyze unknown files. To identify truly malicious 
files, however, you need rapid context and enrichment on the indicators 
to aid response and accelerate remediation. Use Recorded Future’s 
browser extension to speed up your malware analysis and verdicts by 
instantly gaining access to intelligence on associated IOCs.

Get the Full Picture Fast With Real-Time Context From 
Recorded Future

How Bad Is This File? The average cost of 

a malware attack 

on a company is

$2.4
million

Source

https://www.accenture.com/t20190305T185301Z__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/PDF-96/Accenture-2019-Cost-of-Cybercrime-Study-Final.pdf
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Researching threats takes a lot of time. Between threat feeds, blogs, 
and the multitude of other intelligence sources like US-CERT, security 
researchers need to parse a lot of information to be confident in their 
decisions. Recorded Future’s browser extension empowers you to unleash 
the power of security intelligence on any security text, so you can instantly 
identify and organize the pertinent information around hashes, IPs, 
domains, and vulnerabilities.

Security Intelligence Is 
Better Than Speed Reading

Exponentially Increase Your Consumption of 
Security Information With Security Intelligence

50-75
words

Source

On average, 

a person can 

only read

of technical  

material 

per minute

https://secure.execuread.com/facts/


ELITE
SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE
FOR EVERYONE

Visit recordedfuture.com/express to try security intelligence for free

http://recordedfuture.com/express

